
What you need to know about self promoting

In today's world, you have mere moments to grab and hold potential fans 
attention. Every second counts! This is something that you have to consider at all 
times – whether you are creating a website, a social media post, a music video, etc.

Here are some ways to grab their attention immediately and KEEP IT

Make sure that you use a custom thumbnail for your videos. 

There are programs that you can download (such as YouTube Studio) that allow you to assign a 
custom thumbnail to your video. You want this picture to be something eye catching, that is 
relevant to you and your music. There are also great FREE programs to add text to your photo. I
use befunky.com which also has an app. 

EXAMPLE:

Do NOT waste precious seconds in the beginning of your video. 

Get right to the point or right to the music. No one is going to stick around and watch you set 
up or hesitate.

Do come up with a caption for your social media posts and make sure that the first two 
sentences are relevant, eye catching and interesting!

Especially on Instagram, when scrolling, the first two sentences of your caption are what a 
person sees when they pass your picture. 

https://www.befunky.com/


Here are some pointers on self promotion. Things that I have found to be very
useful or even necessary – that a lot of people neglect. 

Do have a WEBSITE! 

It is absolutely necessary for you to have a website. A centralized spot where people can get 
to ALL OF YOUR LINKS in one place. All of your social media, music platforms, etc. 
You don't have to be a computer genius to make a website. Godaddy has very reasonable rates 
for domains and hosting and the website builder is the quickest, easiest one that I have ever 
used. 
I am legitimately always here to help. You can DM me @nevernaire on Instagram and I 
WILL answer you. Depending on how many people I am helping out at the time, it might 
not be right away, but I read all of my messages. 

There is an app called Milkshake. Use it! It is super easy to use to create a mobile website 
that you can link to your Instagram FOR FREE while you are coming up with funds to 
make your proper website.

You DO need a Facebook fan page and an Instagram.   

That's just the way it is! And your link to your website and Instagram should be on your 
Facebook page and the other way around as well!

You DO need to have just ONE social media name on ALL accounts.   

The uniformity makes it easier for fans to follow you. You also need to keep your BUSINESS 
and PERSONAL accounts SEPARATE! I have heard from too many dudes that their girl 
hacked their Facebook or their Instagram and they had to start over with no followers! 

Your music is your BUSINESS! Don't let someone else fuck with
your shit!

For more tips and tricks to self promotion – FOLLOW:
NEVERNAIRE STOMPING GROUND FACEBOOK PAGE
NEVERNAIRE BLOG FACEBOOK PAGE
NEVERNAIRE ON INSTAGRAM
NEVERNAIRE ON TWITTER

AND PLEASE JOIN THE GROUP NEVERNAIRE STOMPING GROUND ON FACEBOOK.
I'M TRYING TO GET SOMETHING GOING THERE FOR YOU GUYS, SO THAT YOU CAN 
EASILY LINK UP FOR COLLABS AND VENUES, ETC. 

https://www.instagram.com/nevernaire
https://www.instagram.com/nevernaire
https://www.facebook.com/groups/408829066441432/
https://www.twitter.com/nevernaire
https://www.instagram.com/nevernaire
https://www.facebook.com/nevernaireblogspot/
https://www.facebook/com/nevernaireblog
https://www.godaddy.com/

